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Diary Dates for August
Thursday August 6th Hiroshima Day, This year marks the 70th anniversary of the nuclear attacks on Japan. Colchester Quakers will be holding an Interfaith Peace Evening at their Meeting House, starting at
19.00hrs. There will be readings, moments of peace, remembrance and stillness, and light refreshments
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_bombings_of_Hiroshima_and_Nagasaki
Friday August 7th Colchester Farmers' Market Colchester Arts Centre
Thursday August 13th International Left-handedness Day http://www.lefthandersday.com/
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Clerk to Southern East Anglia Quaker Meeting: Alison Parkes
c/o Colchester Quaker Meeting House
6 Church Street, Colchester CO1 1NF;
Web Address: www.essexsuffolkquakers.org
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Meetings for Worship

Editorial

CLACTON

Dear Friends,

Sunday at 10.30 am

Summer holiday time, rather selfishly I find it too hot but seems a bit unkind to say so! (but we do need some
rain, so long as it isn’t monsoon stuff
such as they had for the golf final the
other day). Children home from
school so they are often here, which
is nice. My eldest son is at his house
in France, and my Slovak family will
be motoring across Europe. Last
week I was at Ely for a diamond wedding party for a cousin of my husband, it was at a big hotel with a
lovely garden, and after a lot of finger-counting I was discovered to be
the eldest, so they decided that I was
the head of the family and had to
make a speech, but it was all good
fun. We were all a bit aged.

HARWICH
2nd and 4th Sundays 10.30 am
Nicholas’ Church Hall,
Stour Road, Bathside
Contact , Audrey Hind

COLCHESTER
Sunday 10.30 am

Wednesday 12.30 pm
(Soup and Cheese Lunch)

EARLS COLNE
1st, 3rd & 5th Sundays 10.30 am

SUDBURY
Sunday 10.30 am
Friars Street, Sudbury

FIRST CONTACT
FOR FUNERAL
ARRANGEMENTS

Carol Holding, Helen Lewis,
Peter Whiteley

occasion, as we usually get a lot of
visitors.

Our Meeting continues to have lots
of activities and a good many newcomers, which is good. We are reminded to make jam for the Sale, but
then we were not sure whether we
were going to have a Sale? In September we shall have an Open Day during Heritage Week, when many
buildings in the town will be open to
the public, and volunteers will be
needed. This can be an interesting

July Area Meeting
Carol Holding
The advice No.19 on caring for and
learning from children which was
read in the period of worship set
the tone as did the deep peace experienced by the six of us in the
morning meeting, which was good
as much of the business of the afternoon concerned the monetary
anxieties of recent times and how
we are solving them.

It is sad to hear of migrants drowning
while trying to reach these shores,
and even sadder to realise how unwelcoming we are. Who now remembers
the days of the Kindertransport? (But
we were not, as a nation, all that welcoming then). I think we should do
all we can, to help and comfort these
people, who have had a very frightening and unpleasant time. If we look
back into past history, few of us have
no migrants somewhere in the past.
Where would the NHS, for instance,
be without them?
I hope you will all have good holidays, and I look forward to hearing
about them. Please write, by the middle of the month, to Valerie Graves,
(for contact details, see AM List of
Members and Attenders).

Holding is willing to replace Sylva
Garton Rogers as trustee on the
Greenwood trust. Two trustees are
needed to replace Hazel Jones and
Tom Tebbutt who becomes treasurer and two representatives are invited to attend a QPSW conference
at Swanwick in October and a
QCEA biennial conference in Belgium in December where deadlines
are imminent. Local meeting treasurers are needing help at Earls
Colne and Clacton, Henry Ruse continues to be treasurer at Sudbury.
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tion. It was felt that advice was
needed when Sandra Berry became
director of Woodbrooke and a financial advisor PlanMoney was appointed. The core
charitable
purpose was to spend where most
needed as well as to manage our
reserves in the knowledge that living beyond our means would deplete these in ten years, and the
recognition that professional bookDue to reorganisation of the role of keepers while costing short term
AM assistant treasurer the job is to would save money in the long run.
be split with the appointment of a Tom Tebbutt gave us the details
paid bookkeeper and the appoint- and a summary of both reports will
ment of a Quaker link person to appear elsewhere in the Newsletbe called Contributions Secretary. ter but he began by offering great
The former is to be Sue Dowden at thanks to Rosalind Kaye for her
£20 an hour, and the latter Carol work as assistant treasurer particuHolding.
larly for the extra year and we give
Hazel Jones gave her last report as thanks to Tom for salvaging an imclerk of Trustees for the last six possible situation.

The first item was the joyous accepting of Graeme Johnston of Sudbury into membership and this
was followed by many appointments. A Friend is sought to replace
Peter
Whiteley
on
Nominations committee and we
were amazed to hear Valerie
Graves is in her seventh triennium
as Newsletter editor and we
thanked her and John Kay who has
also served for a long time. Frances
Tebbutt is willing to serve a second years, work which was based on We are reminded when noting that
triennium as archivist, and Carol the 2009-2014 framework for Ac- total income was less than expendSouthern East Anglia Area Quaker Meeting
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iture that we are not a business and
we do not have to balance the books
so this difference is not necessarily a
Loss.
Warm letters were read out from Colin
South Honorary Treasurer of Glebe
House and Peter Clark, director, thanking us for our £30,000 a year(for three
years) our generosity will underwrite
costs along with an increase in fees. A
letter to each meeting from trustees

of the Greenwood Trust explaining
the work of this Educational Trust was
also read out.
Finally Rob Parkes as the new Meeting
for Sufferings representative gave his
first report of the Meeting held on 4th
July, which will also be reported elsewhere.
We stopped for a well earned and welcome tea at 5pm

News from Clacton
Meeting
Ernest Hall
‘Hearts and Minds Prepared’,
study course
A ‘Hearts and Minds Prepared’
study course is to be held at our
Meeting House this autumn. It will
take place on alternate Saturday
mornings from 10.00 am until 12
noon, beginning on Saturday 24th
October. At the beginning of July
there were seven prospective participants. A maximum of eight is
recommended. There may be one
or two places still available. If you
are interested contact Hazel who is
to be facilitator, assisted by members of the group. Participants are
given course folders so that they
may know what lies ahead. Tea
and biscuits will be available at the
end of each session.
Internal Decoration of the Meeting House
Internal decoration of the main
Meeting Room, the lobby and the
passage-way to the kitchen was carried out early in July. Our ‘First
Wednesday’ lunchtime Meeting for
Worship on 1st July was unaffected
by the work. Once again there
were eight of us and it proved to be
a ‘gathered’ meeting, deeply appreciated by all. On the following Sunday the work was well in hand.
The Meeting Room seemed lighter
and brighter and, with the bookshelves and books from our library
temporarily removed, it seemed
larger. The completion of the internal decoration; the kitchen and toilets, will carried out at a later date.
Meeting Finances
Southern East Anglia Area Quaker Meeting

At our Meeting for Church affairs
on Sunday 5th July Hazel reported
that on 30th June the Meeting’s balance stood at £3,637.52; nearly
£300 more than at the beginning
of the year, despite a very considerable spend on the small meeting
room and new flooring throughout
the front half of the building. During that period we received rent
from the flat only from January until May. We will not receive rent
from our new tenant until 1st August.
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with hearing problems. The loop
was installed by our recently departed and sadly missed Friend
Roy Prockter.

John Farren and his wife (sorry, I
have forgotten her first name!)
eventually moved to Cornwall to
be near relatives, where Heather
and I once visited them in our motor caravan. We found that John
had fitted his garage up as a well
Our Library
equipped do-it-yourself workshop.
The temporary removal of our
I believe that he died a few years
bookshelves and books has promptago.
ed some f/Friends to question the
value of some of the older books Frail Friends
and wonder whether they might It has been a joy to see Jacqui Wilbe offered to other meetings or son’s smiling face again at our Sunbookshops. However Hazel Jones day Meetings for Worship. Last
points out that some of the older month I said it was nice not to be
books will prove of value to the the only Friend using a zimmer
Hearts and Minds Prepared study frame. Now I’m even gladder that
course and urges that removal of Jacqui no longer needs one. She’s
unwanted books should take place managing fine just with a walking
only after careful consideration. stick.
Margaret Ahmed, Margaret Purrett
A forthcoming wedding.
and Hazel are to look into this. Unwanted books could be offered to No, it’s not a Quaker one, but the
members and any remaining dis- couple to be married have a strong
connection with our Meeting and
posed of.
I’m quite sure that all Clacton
All of this has reminded me that
f/Friends wish them well.
those very useful bookshelves were
made and installed by John Farren, Mary Douglas is a loyal member of
a retired South African doctor. He Christ Church United Reformed
and his wife (who had been a ward Church, our nearest mainstream
sister at the East Suffolk and Ips- Christian Church geographically
wich Hospital) were valued mem- with which Clacton Friends have
bers of our Meeting in the early for many years had a friendly rela1970s. John was also a very skilled tionship. Acquaintance with
amateur wood worker. The shelves Friends attending Christ Church’s
he made and installed replaced less weekday prayer meetings led to
than satisfactory portable book-cas- Mary, with her fiancé Ian Layzell,
es. He also gave the Meeting our attending one of our Sunday mornpresent ‘hearing loop’ for f/Friends ing Meetings for Worship. They
3

both appreciated Quaker Worship and
Quaker attitudes and values and now
come regularly to our Sunday morning meetings on one week in every
month. They have, with other friends
from Christ Church, attended our
Christmas Meeting for Carols, and
have come to every one of our revived
‘First Wednesday in the Month’ lunchtime Meetings. Both Mary and Ian are
widowed and they are to marry at
Christ Church URC Church at 1.00 pm
on Saturday 8th August. I am quite
sure that all Clacton F/friends wish
them future happiness and I shall be
very surprised if there are not one or
two of us in the congregation on the
8th.

in German of course, for every day.
One that I have remembered over all
those years was by the poet Goethe
‘Lieben und geliebt zu verden ist das
höchste glück auf Erden’. To love and

Some seventy years ago when I was a
prisoner of war in Germany we had
in our barrack room a daily tear-off
calendar with a Thought for the Day,

Wildspot: Colour
Variants in Plants
from Valerie Graves.
I wonder if you too have noticed an
amazing change in the colours of, for
instance, Hollyhocks, this year. All of
mine came from seeds collected from
a pathway in Cley in Norfolk, twenty
or thirty years ago and they have multiplied and spread all over the garden. At first they are seedlings but
the following year they are six or
more feet high with many flowers.
They remain for several years and
then die off. I though that they would

Trustees Report,
July 2015
Hazel Jones, Clerk to Trustees
This will be the last time I present
the Trustees Report to you, so I
thought it useful to look back at
some of the reports I have given
over the past five years. I became
Clerk suddenly, with little preparation, when we lost Sandra Berry to Woodbrooke. Seeing what
a wonderful job Sandra has done
there, I realise what a very sad
loss that was for our Area Meeting.
I had been a Trustee for less than
a year at that time and was still
trying to find out what it was all
about. Area Meeting was looking
at ways of bringing the 2009
2014 Framework for Action to
life, so it made sense to refer to
the seven priorities in our Trustees Report to show what we are
doing on all those fronts. Next
year we will have a new framework and the Trustees Report will
no doubt look very different.

to be loved in return is the greatest
happiness (or good fortune) on earth.
In sixty years of marriage Heather and
I found that to be very true. I hope
that Ian and Mary will find the same.
stick to their original colour, but I am
not sure if this is true. I mean, if it
had white flowers this year it would
have white ones next year, but maybe it doesn’t.
The original plants were all fairly pale
with pastel colours and so have mine
been, but this year I have been astonished to find very much darker and
brighter colours, strong yellows and
amazing dark bright reds, with some
really stunning magenta shades. I
cannot account for it. Looking round
the garden I see that the common-orgarden rugosas are much brighter
and darker too. Any ideas?

was important to call in some expert help. I had never had to deal
with that sort of money before,
very possibly most of our volunteer Treasurers hadn’t either. We
needed to get it right. There has
throughout the last six years
been a dilemma between holding
sufficient reserves and using our
money wisely – and what is wise
anyway? Our financial advisers
and many Friends throughout
the Area Meeting and beyond recommend caution, ensuring our
sustainability into the future. Sustainability is one of our core charitable purposes. Other Friends
see the need to spend our savings
now in an attempt to alleviate
suffering in the world – again one
of our core charitable purposes.
Hence the dilemma.

As an Area Meeting we have tried
to discern our purposes – maintaining our meeting houses, support for Britain Yearly Meeting,
charitable giving – but can we afford to do all three? In today’s
world even three quarters of a
million will make very little difAs I took up the role of Clerk to ference in the great scheme of
Trustees, I discovered that Trus- things but we can achieve tiny
tees were responsible for a meet- improvements.
ing worth around three quarters
of a million pounds and I felt it In the 2011 accounts we were
able to follow the new Area MeetSouthern East Anglia Area Quaker Meeting
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ing Reserves policy which
seemed to indicate that we needed to reserve around £455,000 to
maintain our financial viability.
We had about £531,000 unrestricted money to cover this so there
was some spare capacity. We
were able to give large sums to
Britain Yearly Meeting for advocacy work and smaller sums to
Quaker Peace & Social Witness.
This was due to a very generous
legacy received during the year
of £125,000 which to a large extent hid the fact that we were living beyond our means – Sandra
Berry had drawn it to our attention the year before that living
beyond our means had been the
case for the past several years
and this would lead to our resources being exhausted within
about 10 years. The main overspend was on maintaining our

buildings. Do we need to give more
when the Annual Appeal comes
round, or do we need to cut our expenditure to the bone? Or do we
need to take difficult decisions
when meeting houses are proving
too costly to keep?
Last year, with an amended Reserves Policy and the benefit of Area
Meeting discernment to guide us,
we looked at Reserves in a different
way. Friends’ discernment was turning to thoughts of how we might use
the money we have to achieve some
small measure of change in the
world – how little (rather than how
much) should we place in reserves
in order to maintain prudent stewardship of the Area Meeting resources? The figure for Reserves was
reduced from £455,000 to £120,000,
and it remains at that level this year.
The accounts show that at the end
of 2014 we had £506,000 unrestricted money but not all of this is available to spend without further
discernment. Out of the £506,000
we really do have to set aside more
than just the £120,000 reserves.
Some is already committed. There
is the £90,000 Area Meeting has
promised for a new Glebe House
project, there is provision for educational and pastoral needs throughout the Area Meeting in anticipation
of the Jack Fields Fund being used
up in the next few years, further expenditure to keep our buildings in
good condition when we receive the
next round of Quinquennial Survey
reports, and £74,000 in designated
funds for use for Colchester Local
Meeting’s charitable giving and the
former Kendall & Freshfield Trust.
Trustees estimate that we will have
just over £100,000 totally uncommitted when we have fulfilled our 3year commitment to Glebe House.
With an overspend in 2013 of
£76,000 and in 2014 of £53,000, so
if we continue to overspend to this
extent this £100K will last us two
more years. We are no closer to
meeting our objective of living within our means. I believe we must
keep this aspiration in sight, looking
for ways to increase our income or
reduce our expenditure, so that we
Southern East Anglia Area Quaker Meeting

are well placed when our totally uncommitted savings run out to continue on an even keel financially for
many years to come. The world
needs Quakers!
In 2012 I mentioned the difficulties
we face with our system of replacing
trustees and treasurers every one or
two triennia. The changeover can
be stressful. Our Nominations Committee does a terrific job, but it gets
harder and harder to find people
willing to take on these roles. We
had unimaginable difficulties when
our new Area Meeting Treasurer,
Roy Prockter, died in June last year.
He was both a Friend of long standing and a professional accountant.
We were looking ahead very positively, but it was not to be. We were
in a real muddle. Roy was also
Treasurer for two of our Local Meetings.
It was a difficult time and we turned
to 123 Easy Books, professional
bookkeepers, for help. They too
have found it stressful - we don’t
work in the same way as small businesses and we use
strange words in
ways that are not
easy to understand for non
Quakers. Our financial advisers,
Plan Money, are
being very supportive in this new
process and I hope
that our bookkeepers will have settled in by the end
5

of this year. They will take a lot of
the drudgery out of the Treasurer
roles, leaving Friends free to fulfil a
more proactive role, advising their
meetings on the money available
and the best use for it. We hope this
new way of working will help with
succession planning since the task
of treasurers and trustees in the future with this kind of expert guidance will appear much less
daunting. If the combination of amateur and professional is not successful long term, we have to find new
solutions or accept that the Area
Meeting is not a viable entity. Without the continuing committed help
of Friends, I don’t see how we can
do any of the things we take for
granted or are planning for the future. That includes all of us working
to achieve a balance between income and spending as soon as possible. The time when this becomes
an absolute necessity is fast approaching and may well be with us
at the end of the first triennium of
the new Clerk to Trustees.

Treasurers Report

work as assistant treasurer long after
her appointment finished. Her dePreamble
pendable work was a rock in the tur2014 has been a difficult year from bulent waters of change and greatly
the point of view of recording and helped me whilst finding my feet.
managing our accounts. At the be- At this point your trustees took the
ginning of the year Anne Dowden decision to appoint professional booklaid down her role of Area Meeting keepers. It was felt that the task of
Treasurer having done an excellent Treasurer had become so daunting
job during her appointment. The that it was a major factor in finding
work was taken up by Roy Prockter anyone willing to take on the job in
who decided to move the account the area and local meetings. A factor
recording to a computer based pro- was also that using a proprietary sysgramme he was writing himself. tem would make the presentation of
Unfortunately before he could com- our accounts compatible with standplete the task he suddenly and trag- ard accounting practice and therefore
ically died leaving an unfinished reduce the considerable cost of auditprogramme that was not under- ing our accounts. This would it was
stood by anyone else with much of hoped balance out the cost of the
his work locked into it.
book keepers.
Hazel Jones took up a holding role
to keep the accounts going in addition to her work as clerk to the Trustees. Which she did for several
months until a replacement Treasurer could be appointed. This with no
handover documents and limited
information. She also took over the
accounts for Clacton and Earls
Colne Local Meetings which were
also previously done by Roy. A task
she still does.
I would like to express our thanks
to Rosalind Kaye for carrying on her

2014 is an amalgamation of the Area Meeting and Local Meeting accounts. This is required by the
Charities Commission as we are a
single registered charity. Although
each Local meeting has their own
account and runs their own meeting the responsibility for our financial affairs lies with the Area
Meeting delegated to our trustees.
As far as the Charities Commission
is concerned the trustees are held
responsible for the correct running
of our finances. We have to submit
two accounts.: A Statement of Financial Affairs; Income and Expenditure. A Balance Sheet; A list
of our assets both in property and
money. SOFA Income: Contributions: £28,700 Hirings
£47,700 Investment InterI took over as treasurer towards the est: £7,200 Other:
end of 2014 and have been trying to
£2,500 Total:
get the accounts back into order, with
£86,100
the much appreciated
help of Hazel and the other Trustees. I am steadily
catching up with things
but during 2014 there
were some payments
and receipts that were
not made on time. For
this I apologise. I hope
to complete the task of
catching up very soon.
Summary The report for

Meeting for Sufferings

tarisation of schools in England by
the Department for Education. See
4th July 2015
http://www.quaker.org.uk/news/q
uakers-britain-oppose-expansionRobert Parkes
This is my first report as the AM’s cadets-state-schools
newly appointed representative to MfS has a visionary and prophetic
MfS. For those of you unfamiliar role for the whole Society in Britwith MfS, it is the standing repre- ain. It’s been described as the beatsentative body entrusted with the ing heart of the Society. It decides
care of the business of the Britain the priorities and sets the direction
Yearly Meeting (BYM) through the of BYM in the Long Term Frameyear. Its origins go back to the early work. It plays a vital role in fosterdays of Quakers when it was set up ing communication throughout
to address the “sufferings” of many the Yearly Meeting and in reviewFriends around the country. It did ing and testing concerns referred
this by effectively lobbying king to it by AMs. It gives guidance on
and parliament and it’s been at the policy issues referred to it by BYM
forefront of campaign and lobby- Trustees. It is also a worshipping
ing ever since: as part of the anti- community and its business is conslavery movement, in setting-up ducted in the manner of Friends.
the Friends Ambulance Unit, the Yet whilst its origins go back a long
Kindertransport, and, most recent- way, it is modern and forward
ly in challenging the creeping mili- thinking in its outlook, embracing
Southern East Anglia Area Quaker Meeting
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social media, for example, and on
this occasion, sharing draft minutes at the start of the meeting to
help with clarity and assist the process. There’s more about its origins,
role and purpose in QFP Chapter 7
and
at
http://www.quaker.org.uk/sufferi
ngs
The morning session was largely an
induction for new representatives
like myself. Over lunch we met in
regional groups so we could get to
know the MfS representatives in
neighbouring Areas. It was also a
chance to meet BYM Trustees,
Friends serving on central committees and Friends House staff who
all help it to run smoothly.
In the afternoon we got down to
business. MfS has been asked to
take action on the big issues identified at Yearly Meeting in May, so-

cial inequality and injustice and
housing as a tested concern. These
issues are complicated and do not
have simple solutions. In many parts
of the world they are often exacerbated by climate change. They are also
interconnected, and as the Pope said
earlier this week “These are not isolated issues. I wonder whether we can see
that these destructive realities are part
of a system which has become global”.
Quakers do not have a magic wand.
We have to be realistic about what
we can achieve. But we can make a
difference. Quakers have had a
much bigger impact than their relative small numbers would suggest.
And Quakers have probably been at
their most effective when they’ve
spoken from a strong evidence base,
the work of Seebohm Roundtree
springs to mind. As one Friend at
this meeting put it “....we need to find
out what’s going on and inform ourselves before we are able to do anything
about it.”

ity and grinding poverty and looking
for a better life. It is after all something humans have always done. In
fact, there a very few English families who don’t have a migration story somewhere in their past. Some
of you may have seen the open letter
to the Prime Minister, expressing
our deepest concern for the plight of
migrants desperately trying to cross
the
Mediterranean.
See
http://www.quaker.org.uk/news/qu
akers-speak-plight-migrants. A letter to the Prime Minister, of course,
doesn’t sort it. There’s a lot more to
do. QPSW is exploring with Quaker
Asylum and Refugee Network
(QARN) how they can work together
more closely. We heard that Quaker
Council for European Affairs (QCEA)
is looking at these issues and working with other faith groups in Europe who are actively campaigning
on these matters. At this
stage it was felt the most important action we can take
as individuals is to challenge
the rhetoric around migration, a rhetoric which gives
licence to politicians to introduce policies based on exclusion rather than being
human centred.

porate identity and recalled how in
the early 19th century Quakers were
a by-word for organisational effectiveness “Let us look at, and emulate
the patient resolution of the Quakers.
They have conquered without arms –
without violence- without threats. They
conquered by union.”
The next MfS is in September. I’m
looking forward to it and reporting
again to AM. A full set minutes of are
on the Quaker website at
http://www.quaker.org.uk/mfs-4july-2015-final-minutes-follow-letter-and-other-related-papers. There
is also a good report in this week’s
Friend (10 July). Finally, in relation
to our concern for housing, the
Quaker Housing Trust is organizing
an exploratory conference at Woodbrooke later in the year. Look out for
details.

We spent time reflecting on one urgent concern in particular, the concern for refugees. We heard it is
estimated there are over 50 million
migrants in the world today. People
are on the move. There are many
different reasons for this. Many are
fleeing war and persecution, others I came away from my first
are simply trying to escape inequal- MfS with strong sense of cor-

Clerk’s Corner
~ Alison Parkes, Southern East Anglia Quaker Meeting Clerk
The joy of serving in a Quaker role
Every few weeks, a group of 4 or 5
Friends from across the Area Meeting (AM) meets in its role as the
AM Nominations Committee. It is
the committee’s responsibility to
consider whether any Friends are
coming to the end of their service
to the AM in a particular role, and
to discern which other Friends
might be “willing and able” to step
into the role. As you might expect,
this discernment is spiritual as
well as practical. After talking to
the Friends concerned, the Nominations Committee brings forward
their names for the Area Meeting
to appoint; these appointments
include (for example) Elders, Overseers, Trustees and AM Treasurer.
Southern East Anglia Area Quaker Meeting

Each Local Meeting (LM) has its
own Nominations Committee,
which has a similar responsibility
to identify Friends and attenders
for LM roles, such as the Premises
Committee, Social Committee, and
Children & Young People’s Committee. The challenge to identify
Friends for certain AM, as well as
LM, roles has become more difficult in recent years. Our smaller
LMs have found it necessary to lay
down some committees and roles.
Contributory factors include a diminishing, and an ageing, population in our meetings. Some of the
financial work that was traditionally, and voluntarily, carried out
by Friends of the meeting has been
allocated to external bookkeepers.

that finding members and attenders
to fulfil key roles, especially in relation to financial matters, has been a
challenge and, if this trend continues, we will have to question the capacity of the AM to continue to
function as a viable Area Meeting.”

Serving the meeting can be a joyful and rewarding thing to do,
whether that is by helping to make
the coffee after Meeting for Worship, upholding midweek meeting, or serving on a committee. It
is one way of getting to know others better and of feeling a part of
the meeting. It also enables others
to get to know you and the skills
and gifts you may have to offer.
Your skills may not lie in financial
matters, but by serving in some
In July, Area Meeting received the other way, it may release another
Annual Report from Trustees and Friend with the relevant skills.
minuted (2015/38) as follows: “We Quaker faith and practice 10.05:
note the point raised in the report, “We recognise a variety of minis7

tries. In our worship these include
those who speak under the guidance
of the Spirit, and those who receive
and uphold the work of the Spirit in
silence and prayer. We also recognise
as ministry service on our many committees, hospitality and childcare, the
care of finance and premises, and
many other tasks. We value those
whose ministry is not in an appointed

The Quaker Tapestry
from Valerie Graves
I spoke to the collection we had a
week or two ago, but I thought you
might like to know a bit more.
(I should really call it “crewel embroidery” rather than tapestry, but
never mind!)
It was started by Anne Wynn Wilson in 1981, when she had just the
one 11 year old boy in her children’s class, in Somerset, and
thought they might do something
together. Anne, an experienced
embroiderer, had been impressed
by the Bayeux Tapestry, and from
this started the eventually huge
organisation of the Society of
Friends’ own Tapestry. Its scope
was the history and activities of
the Society over the years, a “celebration of insights”, with 75 panels
(many more now) , thousands of
Friends stitching all over the country and eventually all over the
world. Anne selected the topics for
each Meeting. We had a group
here in Colchester: we would have
liked to do James Parnell but he
had already been allotted, so we
had the Children’s Meeting, and
we used real Members and their
children. In most panels the children of the Meeting added their
own drawings at the bottom of the
panel.
Anne had special cloth woven, a
sort of spotty flesh-colour, which
was splendid and went with anything, just six stitches, including
an unique alphabet, and about a
hundred Appleton wools. This
strict discipline ensured its uniqueness.

task but is in teaching, counselling,
listening, prayer, enabling the service
of others, or other service in the meeting or the world.
“The purpose of all our ministry is to
lead us and other people into closer
communion with God and to enable
us to carry out those tasks which the
Spirit lays upon us.”
~ London Yearly Meeting, 1986

But nothing really explains the
emotional effect of working on,
and of seeing the actual finished
panels. In our case it developed a
wonderful bond. This is understandable, but less so is the effect
it has on outsiders, especially
those knowing little or nothing
about Quakers but who have seen
it in the large number of cathedrals and pubic places where it has
been shown. I recommend reading
one of the very good books that it
has inspired.
The Tapestry has its present home
at the Quaker Meeting House in
Kendal, where it has a large room
and also a shop and a flat where
volunteers can stay, and a very
good cafe. They are delighted to
have visitors, and volunteers.
Needless to say, this all costs money! The panels have to be cleaned
and cared for, and they now have
travelling cases (which are expensive) for going to and from the various places where they are shown.
The people who look after them on
their travels have to be supported,
too. Thousands of people tramp
through the Meeting House every
year and this makes expenses too.
I have visited once or twice and of
course it is a wonderful area for a
holiday.

Forthcoming Events
“The World is My Country”
at Colchester Meeting House
Exhibition on Heritage Open Day,
Saturday 12 September 10.00 - 4.00 pm
and a Public event Thursday 24 September 7.30 pm with speakers from Peace
News including Emily Johns, the artist
who designed the posters.
The posters highlight the highlight the
untold history of people who opposed
the First World War at the time.
For more information
see www.theworldismycountry.info

Area Meetings in 2016

13 March - Clacton,

We ask LMs to consider the following dates and locations for Area
Meetings for Church Affairs and
to report back to AM in September:

8 May - Sudbury,

Sundays:

(3rd Sunday due to Sale in Colchester)

10 January - Colchester,
Southern East Anglia Area Quaker Meeting

The next Area Meeting will take place
at Clacton Meeting House , Sunday
September 13 at 2.15 pm. All are welcome; attenders are requested to ask
the clerk for permission to attend. To
view previous AM minutes, visit the
AM
website:
www.essexsuffolkquakers.org
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10 July - Earls Colne,
11 September Colchester,
20 November - Colchester

